
The Professor: 
Dr. Petros Lorrimor, Professor Emiritus of the University of 
Lepistadt, former First Councilman of Canterwall, Emissary to 
the Court of Crown Prince Aduard Ordranti III, Honorary 
Knight of Lastwall, Order of the Vigil. 

When not away in the cause of duty, Professor Petros Lorrimor 
lived in the town of Ravengro in the Canterwall county of the 
nation of Ustalav. He lived with his young daughter, Kendra 

Lorrimor in a modest home to the 
south of the town. Kendra’s mother 
passed when she was but an infant 
while living in Lepistadt. Lorrimor lived in Ravengro for eight years, but has never 
been fully accepted by the insular folk of the town. He was a respected but 
controversial figure whose knowledge of arcane studies and penchant for trouble 
made most uneasy. No one doubted his heart however, he was a staunch 
protector of the vulnerable, always sought to do right, and was a hero of Ustalav. 

In his younger days, the professor was once an adventurer (the group had a really 
cool sounding name too). A wizard of solid capability, Petros has always been 
obsessed with understanding and destroying undead of all kinds. It was 
necromantic magic that killed his parents and siblings in Ustalav as a boy, and he 
has devoted his life to this undertaking. It was in his time as an adventurer that 
he developed kinship with the followers of Pharasma, and his hatred of undead 
turned into a holy quest to put the undead to rest wherever they may be found.  

Petros often left to travel Golarion to learn more about his obsession, and even 
adventured with his buddies from time to 
time. Petros also was a travelling lecturer at 
places of learning throughout Varisia, 
including Magnimar. Speaking before 
standing-room-only lecture halls on topics as 
widelyranging as military strategy, planar 
anomalies, theology, and agriculture, 
Lorrimor’s time was highly valued among 

those ambitious to benefit from his expertise.  

Petros is a good friend, strict but astute teacher, a loving father, but has 
always had an unswerving fixation on the occult and all things 
necromantic. Those that have studied under him are now famous 
academics in their own right, and to be known as a prodigy of Petros is 
no small thing.  

Though Professor Lorrimor survived many adventures in his life, he was 
felled by fate, when a piece of masonry fell on him while exploring 
Harrowstone Prison in his home town of Ravengro.  
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